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Spinal processing is crucial to the perception of pain and itch.
Furthering our understanding of the circuitry and function of dorsal
horn interneurons underlying this processing could reveal novel targets
for analgesic development.
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The findings of this study show that GRPR cells show minimal overlap
with other neurochemically defined spinal interneuron populations and
that they can be classified morphologically as vertical cells. They
respond to both itch and pain stimuli, and activating them results in
behaviours suggestive of both itch and pain. Together, these findings
suggest that GRPR cells are involved in spinal cord circuits that
underlie both pain and itch.

Excitatory interneurons account for the majority of neurons in the
superficial dorsal horn of the spinal cord, but despite their presumed
roles in pain and itch, our knowledge of their organisation and function
is limited. Interneurons can be assigned to several distinct populations
based on the expression of neurochemical markers. Neurons that
express the gastrin-releasing peptide receptor (GRPR) are strongly
implicated in spinal itch pathways. However, a recent study reported
that many of these corresponded to vertical cells, a population of
interneurons that are believed to transmit pain information, suggesting
that GRPR-expressing cells are involved in both itch and pain circuits.

The aim of this study was to characterise GRPR-expressing spinal
interneurons and to test the hypothesis that these cells play a role in
both pain and itch.

In this study we have used a transgenic mouse line that expresses Cre
recombinase, that has been knocked into the gene for GRPR
(GRPRCreERT2), in some cases this was crossed with the Cre-dependent
tdTomato (tdTom) reporter line, Ai9, to produce GRPRCreERT2;Ai9 mice.
We used a combination of immunocytochemistry, electrophysiology
and in situ hybridisation to characterise GRPR interneurons.
Chemogenetic activation with the excitatory DREADD, hM3Dq, was
used to assess their role in itch and pain behaviours. Experiments
were performed in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986.

synapse onto other GRPR cells. Using electron microscopy and a
recently developed virus that expresses peroxidase in a Cre-depentent
manner (AAV.DIO.dAPEX2), we found many examples of labelled
axons forming synapses onto labelled dendrites (below right),
confirming that GRPR cells receive numerous synapses from other
GRPR cells.

indicating that GRPR cells are excitatory neurons (E–G). Fluorescent in
situ hybridisation with RNAscope confirmed that Cre expression was
restricted to neurons with Grpr mRNA (H–J). All Grpr+ cells were
positive for the excitatory marker Slc17a6 (L–N), but we found no cells
that were positive for the inhibitory marker Gad1 (O–Q).

Together, these results suggest that GRPR cells in the superficial
dorsal horn are glutamatergic and account for 15 – 17% of excitatory
neurons in this region. GRPR is not know to be expressed in projection
neurons and so these cells are presumably all excitatory interneurons.

We tested whether GRPR cells overlapped with previously defined
excitatory interneurons populations using immunohistochemistry and
in situ hybridisation. We found no overlap between virally labelled
GRPR cells and immunostaining for PPTB, and minimal overlap with
pro-CCK, pro-NPFF and NTS (A–D). Using a
GRPRCreERT2;Ai9;GRP::eGFP mouse line, we found no overlap between
GRPR and GRP cells (E). Around a third of cells that were positive for
Grpr mRNA were also Tac1+ (F), indicating some overlap between
GRPR and Tac1 excitatory interneurons.
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When a Cre-dependent
virus encoding for GFP
(AAV.flex.eGFP) was
injected into the lumbar
spinal cord of
GRPRCreERT2;Ai9 mice, we
found many cells that
expressed both tdTom
and GFP, with the majority
being located in lamina I
and IIo (A–D). However,
GFP+ cells outnumbered
tdTom+ cells, which
suggests that
recombination efficiency
is greater with viral
injections than in the Ai9
cross. GFP expression
was found exclusively in
cells that were negative
for expression of the
inhibitory marker, Pax2,

The axonal targets of GRPR cells
were studied by co-injection of
viruses coding for tdTom
(AAV.flex.tdTom) and a
synaptophysin-GFP fusion protein
(AAV.flex.tdTom_syp-eGFP) into the
spinal cords of GRPRCreERT2) mice.
This approach labels cell bodies
and dendrites with tdTom and axon
boutons with GFP (left; A,B).
Surprisingly, we found that many of
the GFP-labelled axonal boutons
were in contact with tdTom labelled
ventral dendrites of GRPR cells (left;
C–E). We also reconstructed the
axons of Neurobiotin-filled GRPR
cells that had undergone whole-cell
recording (below left; A,C,D). Many
of the Neurobiotin-filled axonal
boutons contacted the dendrites of
neighbouring tdTom+ / GRPR cells
that had not been patched (below
left; B). These findings suggest that
the axons of GRPR cells frequently

Application of the TRPV1
agonist, capsaicin, caused an
increase in mEPSC frequency
in 7 of 10 GRPR cells (E), while
only 2 of 8 cells responded to
the TRPM8 agonist, ws-12 (F),
indicating that most GRPR
cells receive input from
TRPV1-expressing primary
afferents, while few receive
input from TRPM8-expressing
afferents.

We used a viral Brainbow
strategy to investigate the
somatodendritic
morphology of GRPR
cells. GRPRCreERT2 mice
were injected with a mix of
AAV.Brainbow1 and
AAV.Brainbow2, which
enabled the
reconstruction of
individual neurons. All
reconstructed GRPR
neurons were classified
as having "vertical-type"
morphology, indicating
that GRPR cells are a type
of vertical cell.
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cells that displayed an inward current and 3 that did not. This is likely
to result from GRP causing increased action potential firing in other
GRPR cells that were presynaptic to the recorded neuron, consistent
with our anatomical finding that GRPR cells receive synaptic input from
other GRPR cells.

GRPR cells rarely
responded to MOR
(DAMGO) or KOR
(U69593, ICI 199,441)
agonists and never to a
DOR agonist (Deltorphin).
Half of the cells tested
responded to NA, but few
responded to 5-HT (A,B).
Surprisingly, only 4 of 13
cells exhibited an inward
current when GRP was
applied (C,D). However,
GRP resulted in an
increase in sEPSC
frequency in 5 of 11 cells
(E,F), which included 2

Whole-cell patch clamp
recordings were made in spinal
cord slices or whole spinal cords
from GRPRCreERT2;Ai9 mice or
GRPRCreERT2 mice that had
received a spinal injection of
AAV.flex.eGFP. Action potential
firing patterns were assessed in
response to depolarising current
steps. Most GRPR cells exhibited
delayed or single spike firing
patterns, with smaller proportions
displaying transient, reluctant or
tonic firing patterns (A,B).
Subthreshold voltage-activated
currents were revealed using a
voltage step protocol. Almost all
GRPR cells displayed a rapid A-
type potassium current (IAr) and
many exhibited a
hyperpolarisation-activated
current (Ih), which was almost
exclusively seen in cells that also
displayed IAr.

quarter of cells received input from 2 separate dorsal roots (D) and in
one cell 2 separate monosynaptic C fibre components could be
identified after stimulation of a single dorsal root (E).

Patch clamp recordings
were made from GRPR
cells in spinal cord slices
or whole cords, with
dorsal roots attached,
from GRPRCreERT2;Ai9
mice and the primary
afferent input assessed
in response to electrical
stimulation of the roots
(A,B). A quarter of cells
received input that was
classified as
monosynaptic C fibre
input, which was often
seen in conjunction with
polysynaptic input (C).
The majority of cells
received input that was
classified as
polysynaptic, which
consisted mostly of
polysynaptic C fibre
input. However,
polysynaptic input was
also seen when the
dorsal roots were
stimulated at Aβ and Aδ
fibre intensity. Around a

Responses of GRPR cells to itchy and
painful stimuli were investigated by
assessing the expression of the
activity-dependent marker, pERK, in
GRPR cells following the injection of
chloroquine or histamine (itch) into the
calf, or application of pinch or heat
stimuli to the hind paw (pain). In all
cases, the stimuli resulted in a very
high proportion of pERK+ GRPR cells,
indicating that GRPR cells are
activated by both itchy and painful
stimuli.
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indicative of increased itch, when compared to vehicle treatment (B).
Mice similarly showed elevated behaviours that are associated with
pain (C,D). A marked reduction in mechanical withdrawal thresholds
was also observed after CNO treatment (E). These results provide
strong evidence that GRPR cells play a role in spinal circuits that
underlie both itch and pain.

To further investigate
the role of GRPR
cells in itch and pain,
we used the
excitatory DREADD,
hM3Dq, to
chemogenetically
activate them and
assess the resulting
behaviours.
Administration of the
DREADD ligand,
CNO, dramatically
increased the time
spent biting the
ipsilateral hind paw,
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• TRV130, PZM21, 
U47931e and 
buprenorphine 
evoke negligible 
β-arrestin2 
recruitment.

• All agonists were 
significantly 
less efficacious 
than DAMGO 
as stimulators 
of β-arrestin2 
recruitment to 
μ-opioid receptors 
(F (7, 48) = 43.85, 
p < 0.05, one-way 
ANOVA). 

Background
• Opioids are the most effective analgesia available in 

modern medicine.1

• Side effects include – respiratory depression, 
constipation, tolerance, dependence and euphoria. 

• Bohn, et al.2 developed a β-arrestin2 knockout 
mouse, that displayed reduced tolerance and 
enhanced antinociception. This led to the 
development of biased agonists. 

• Many previous studies fail to account for receptor 
reserve – where the maximum response capable 
within a system is achieved by fractional receptor 
occupancy. Signal amplification of cAMP 
accumulation is also unaccounted for, further 
confounding results.
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Reduced μ-receptor availability 
reveals partial agonism of 
‘biased’ opioids 

Agonist DAMGO morphine TRV130 PZM21 herkinorin SR17018 U47931e buprenorphine
[β-FNA](nM) 300 30 3 3 300 300 3 3

• TRV130, PZM21, U47931e and buprenorphine are partial agonists of 
cAMP accumulation inhibition

• Post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction (F (7, 69) = 
19.72, p < 0.05, ANOVA). 

• β-FNA reveals partial agonism of TRV130, PZM21, U47931e and buprenorphine. 
• Student’s unpaired t-tests revealed a significant difference in the efficacy of TRV130, PZM21, U47931e and 

buprenorphine following exposure to 100nM β-FNA.
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• β-FNA does not 
change apparent 

pathway bias
• The ΔΔlog(Emax/

EC50) method 
of determining 
apparent bias 

was conducted 
for agonists 

comparing their 
abilities to recruit 

β-arrestin2 versus 
their abilities to 
inhibit forskolin-

stimulated cAMP 
accumulation.

• Reduced μ-receptor 
availability reveals a 
correlation between 
agonist efficacies to 
stimulate β-arrestin2 
recruitment and inhibit 
cAMP accumulation

• Simple linear 
regression model of 
agonist efficacy in 
forskolin-stimulated 
cAMP inhibition and 
β-arrestin2 recruitment 
without and with prior 
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Discussion
• Receptor reserve and signal amplification are confounders of 

previous studies.
• TRV130, PZM21, buprenorphine and U47931e revealed to be 

partial agonists of cAMP accumulation when accounting for 
receptor reserve.
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Aims
• To investigate the impact of receptor reserve 

on ligand bias using the irreversible antagonist 
β-funaltrexamine (β-FNA). And subsequently 
determine if partial agonism is evident and if 
reduction of receptor reserve affects bias.

Hypothesis
• ‘Biased’ opioids are partial agonists of cAMP 

accumulation.

Methods
• PathHunter CHO cells stability overexpressing 

μ-opioid receptors were exposed to β-FNA/agonists.
• β-arrestin2 recruitment was determined using 

PathHunter and cAMP accumulation using 
GloSensor.3

Cells were exposed to escalating concentrations of B-FNA. The first significant reduction in agonist response was 
determined by Dunn’s correction.

• CHO PathHunter cells overexpress tagged μ-opioid 
receptors and β-arrestin2, and cAMP assay requires 
transient transfection.

• Recent animal studies suggest reducing β-arrestin2 
recruitment may reduce tolerance and improve 
antinociception only.4 5
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Forty-nine neuroimaging studies were identified from 
full text-screening of which forty-three studied MDD 
and ACE and six studied CP and ACE. No study 
investigated ACE,CP and MDD together.  Of these 
studies, 26 were structural MRI studies, 10 were task-
based fMRI studies and 7 were resting state fMRI 
studies. 

Cohen’s kappa showed a good agreement between 
the two reviewers, kappa = 0.69 (95% CI, 0.57 to 
0.82), p < 0.0001 for assessing the agreement 
between two reviewers for 108 papers. The 
assessment of study quality showed no study at high 
risk, and 9 studies at an intermediate risk of bias and 
40 studies at low risk of bias.

Functional and structural brain abnormalities in MDD 
patients exposed to ACE were identified in the right 
hippocampus, right insula, left putamen, bilateral

Results 
We have confirmed that ACE is associated with 
abnormal central neural responses in specific brain 
regions in both MDD and CP. However, there is a gap 
in the existing evidence from neuroimaging studies  
on the effects of ACE on co-morbid MDD and, CP.  
Moreover, it is notable that there are few 
neuroimaging investigations into patients with CP 
who have experienced ACE. 

Our results indicate the existence of brain structural 
and functional abnormalities associated with ACE 
experiences; some of which may be characteristic of 
ACEs and others more related to co-morbid 
depression and chronic pain. Concluding that further 
work is needed to explore functional and structural 
alterations from ACE that may impact on 
vulnerability to developing MDD and CP in later life.

Discussion

Adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) are defined as 
repeated aversive experiences that represent a 
deviation from the expected environment and 
require adaptation and are associated with increased 
risk of multimorbidity (mental and physical health). 
Chronic pain (CP) is pain that lasts or recurs for more 
than 3 months with a reported prevalence in the UK 
of 35% to 50% and is often associated with mood 
disorders such as Major Depressive Disorder (MDD). 
ACE has been proposed as a risk factor for developing 
mood disorder or chronic pain later in life. There is 
limited understanding of whether or not there are 
common mechanisms that might contribute to 
developing these co-morbidities. Neuroimaging is an 
important tool in advancing understanding of the 
neural correlates of chronic pain and depression, and 
allows exploration of the impact of ACEs, with the 
potential to identify common mechanisms. The aim 
of this study is to explore the central neurobiological 
effects of ACE  in people with CP and/ or MDD 
through a systematic review and meta-analysis of 
neuroimaging studies.

Introduction

After  prospective protocol registration on the 
PROSPERO platform 
(https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_recor
d.php?RecordID=233989, Registration number: 
CRD42021233989),  electronic databases (including 
Medline, PsycINFO, PubMed, Neurosynth  and 
Sleuth) were searched using a predefined search 
strategy for clinical neuroimaging studies (English 
language), of ACE and CP and/ or MDD. 
Neuroimaging studies were screened by two 
independent reviewers for eligibility, with 
disagreements resolved by discussion with a 3rd 
reviewer. 

Methods

A systematic review and activation likelihood estimation (ALE) 
meta-analysis exploring the effect of adverse childhood 

experiences on chronic pain and mood disorders
Georgia Antoniou, Lambourg Emilie, Steele J. Douglas , Colvin Lesley

None declared.
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CP Studies included in

review (n = 6)

MDD Studies included in

review (n = 43)
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Records identified from:

CP Research Strategy (n =

575)

MDD Research Strategy (n

= 1842)

Records removed before 

screening:

CP Duplicate records 

removed (n =16)

MDD Duplicate records 

removed (n =269)

CP Records screened

by title (n = 559)

MDD Records screened

by title (n = 1573)

CP Records excluded (n = 

544)

MDD Records excluded (n = 

1317)

CP Records excluded (n = 9)

MDD Records excluded (n = 

154)

Reports excluded:

No mood disorders (n = 28)

Age under 18 (n = 6)

No imaging modality (n = 7)

Poster/Meeting abstract (n

= 5)

Psychosis & Bipolar (n = 3)

No English (n = 1)

Wrong outcome (n = 3)

Other (6)

CP Records screened

by abstract (n = 15)

MDD Records screened

by abstracts (n = 256)

CP Records screened

by full text (n = 6)

MDD Records screened

by full text (n = 102)

Illustration of selection process.

# Hem Lobes Brain Regions BA
MNI

ALE P Z
x y z

MDD with ACE (n= xx) compared to HC (n= xx) 164 participants

1 Left Parietal Superior Parietal lobule 7 -30 -42 48 0.0012 0.0180 2.09

Left Parietal Inferior Parietal lobule 40 -33 -49 49 8.60E-03 0.0003 3.41

2 Right Limbic Parahippocampal gyrus 30 21 -48 4 9.20E-04 0.0210 2.03

Right Limbic Parahippocampal gyrus 30 12 -49 5 9.00E-03 0.0002 3.62

3 Left Frontal Middle Frontal gyrus 9 -42 14 22 9.50E-03 2.30E-05 4.08

Left Frontal Inferior Frontal gyrus 9 -54 23 22 9.20E-03 6.10E-05 3.84

Left Frontal Middle Frontal gyrus 9 -45 29 31 8.60E-03 0.0003 3.41

4 Right Frontal Middle Frontal gyrus 9 35 35 31 5.10E-03 0.0031 2.73

5 Left Temporal Middle Temporal gyrus 37 -60 -52 -11 9.20E-03 6.10E-05 3.84

Left Temporal Inferior Temporal gyrus 37 -57 -46 -17 8.90E-03 0.0002 3.52

6 Right Sub-lobar Putamen/Globus pallidus * 20 -4 10 6.50E-03 0.0014 2.99

MDD: with ACE > without ACE 222 participants

1 Right Occipital Middle Occipital gyrus 18 29 -90 24 1.80E-02 1.10E-08 5.6

Right Occipital Superior Occipital gyrus 19 24 -90 38 1.70E-02 8.10E-08 5.24

Right Occipital Cuneus 18 22 -81 28 0.00E+00 8.30E-02 1.38

Right Parietal Precuneus 7 23 -61 45 4.70E-04 4.40E-02 1.71

2 Left Parietal Superior Parietal lobule 40 -36 -54 51 2.20E-03 1.60E-02 2.15

Left Parietal Inferior Parietal lobule 40 -33 -40 49 0.00E+00 8.00E-02 1.4

MDD or CP or HC: with ACE >without ACE 245 participants

1 Left Limbic Posterior Cingulate gyrus 31 -12 -34 42 1.10E-02 1.40E-05 4.18

Parietal Inferior Parietal lobule 40 -36 -54 51 2.20E-03 2.00E-02 2.05

Left Parietal Precuneus 7 -20 -46 48 7.00E-03 1.80E-03 2.92

Left Parietal Inferior Parietal lobule 40 -45 -34 49 6.90E-03 1.80E-03 2.91

Functional MRI meta-analysis results

# Hem Lobes Brain Regions BA
MNI

ALE P Z
x y z

MDD with ACE >MDD without ACE 116 participants

1 Left Anterior Cerebellum * -2 -58 -6 9.30E-03 2.50E-05 4.06

Left Occipital Lingual gyrus 18 -8 -72 6 9.00E-03 3.20E-05 3.99

Left Anterior Cerebellum * -6 -50 -20 8.90E-03 7.00E-05 3.81

Right Anterior Cerebellum * 8 -34 -14 7.80E-03 3.70E-04 3.37

2 Right Temporal Hippocampus * 32 -37 5 7.50E-03 3.90E-04 3.36

3 Right Sub-lobar Superior Insula * 27 -13 20 7.80E-03 3.70E-04 3.37

4 Left Sub-lobar Putamen * -25 -17 18 7.80E-03 3.70E-04 3.37

5 Left Temporal Superior Temporal gyrus 41 -51 -33 14 8.40E-03 1.00E-04 3.71

6 Right Temporal Inferior temporal gyrus 20 46 -32 -21 8.60E-03 8.10E-05 3.77

7 Left Frontal Superior frontal gyrus 8 -17 32 37 9.00E-03 6.50E-05 3.83

8 Right Frontal Superior frontal gyrus 6 26 11 51 9.00E-03 6.50E-05 3.83

MDD&HC with ACE >MDD&HC without ACE 370 participants

1 Left Occipital Lingual gyrus 18 -8 -72 6 1.80E-02 1.70E-08 5.52

Left Anterior Cerebellum * -2 -58 -6 9.30E-03 9.20E-05 3.74

Left Anterior Cerebellum * -6 -50 -20 8.90E-03 1.70E-04 3.58

Structural MRI (VBM) meta-analysis results

superior frontal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, 
left lingual gyrus, right inferior temporal gyrus and 
bilateral anterior cerebellum. 

Additionally, brain function abnormalities in task-
based fMRI studies were identified for CP patients 
and MDD patients with exposure to ACEs in the left 
cingulate gyrus, precuneus and left inferior parietal 
lobule. 

The kappa statistic was used to assess inter-rater 
reliability.  Study quality was assessed using the 
modified Newcastle-Ottawa scale, which included 
four categories, study selection aspects, 
comparability, exposure and statistical inference.  A 
coordinate-based meta-analysis approach, Activation 
Likelihood Estimate (ALE) method of neuroimaging 
results was used to analyse the neuroimaging 
studies.

Brain alteration maps with ALE scores acquired via 
Ginger ALE meta-analysis results

i) fMRI results for the MDD with ACE > MDD without ACE, ii) fMRI results for
the MDD or CP or HC with ACE > without ACE, iii) VBM results for the MDD
with ACE > MDD without ACE, ii) VBM results for the MDD or HC with ACE >
without ACE

https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=233989


Animals – All experiments were carried out in accordance with the UK Animals
(Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and IASP ethical guidelines for animal research. Adult
male Syngap+/- (n=13), Syngap+/ΔGAP (n=8), and wild-type (n=12) rats were used for
behavioural experiments. Adult male rats (n=4/genotype) were used for
immunostaining experiments.
Noxious mechanical reactivity – Electronic von Frey (EVF) was used to quantify the
mechanical threshold (25 g/s ramp to a max. force of 50 g, average of 3 stimuli).
Noxious mechanical reactivity was measured using suprathreshold EVF (50 g/s ramp to
a max. force of 50 g) and pin prick assay, where a blunted 23 gauge needle is applied to
the plantar surface of the hindpaw without breaking skin and response is scored (0-5).
Noxious thermal reactivity – Hargreaves apparatus was used to measure noxious heat
reactivity by applying radiant heat to the plantar surface of the hindpaw and recording
the withdrawal latency (average of 3 stimuli). To measure noxious cold reactivity, a
pellet of dry ice crushed within a 3 ml syringe is applied to the glass surface beneath
the plantar aspect of hindpaw and the withdrawal latency recorded (average of 3
stimuli).
Spinal cord anatomy – Animals were transcardially perfused and the L4-L5 region of
the spinal cord was collected. Samples were post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C overnight and
transferred into 30% w/v sucrose in 0.1M PB at 4°C overnight before freezing. Spinal
cord tissue was sectioned at 60µm and immunostained on slides at room temperature
with guinea pig anti-CGRP (1:5000, Peninsula) and goat anti-IB4 (1:1000, Vector
Laboratories) primary antibodies, followed by donkey anti-guinea pig Alexa Fluor 488
(1:750) and donkey anti-goat Alexa Fluor 568 (1:750) secondary antibodies. Images
were taken with a Leica DMR fluorescence microscope at x10 magnification.
Analysis – Each behavioural measure was tested on 4 sessions, sessions 3 and 4 were
averaged. Spinal cord images were analysed in ImageJ. Graphad Prism 7 software was
used for statistical analysis and graph production. Statistical analysis was carried out
using one-way ANOVA. All data are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean
(SEM), *p<0.05; ns - non-significant.

Simons Initiative for the Developing Brain, Centre for Discovery Brain Sciences, The University of Edinburgh, UK

Characterisation of pain phenotype
in two rat models of SYNGAP1 haploinsufficiency

Katarzyna Mazur, Mungwun Li, Carole Torsney 

Background

Aim

Assess pain behaviour and organisation of pain inputs 
to the spinal cord in two rat models of SYNGAP1 
haploinsufficiency.

Mutations in SYNGAP1 are one of the most common
genetic causes of neurodevelopmental disorders linked
to intellectual disability and autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) (1). SYNGAP1 haploinsufficiency has also been
associated with somatosensory processing alterations
in humans and in mice (2).
Many ASD-associated genes are involved in activity-
dependent processes, like those involved in postnatal
maturation of spinal somatosensory circuits (3, 4).
Rat models with loss of entire SYNGAP1 or only C2/GAP
domain have been generated, allowing study of impact
on somatosensory phenotype and circuit development.

• Acute pain reactivity and spinal termination pattern of nociceptive afferents are unaltered in two rat models

of SYNGAP1 haploinsufficiency.

• However, assessment of their tactile reactivity is ongoing and could give insight into mechanisms underlying

altered touch reactivity in ASD.

1. Satterstrom FK, Kosmicki JA, Wang J, Breen MS, De Rubeis S, An J-Y, et al. Large-Scale Exome Sequencing Study 
Implicates Both Developmental and Functional Changes in the Neurobiology of Autism. Cell. 2020; 180(3):568-
84.e23.
2. Michaelson SD, Ozkan ED, Aceti M, Maity S, Llamosas N, Weldon M, et al. SYNGAP1 heterozygosity disrupts 
sensory processing by reducing touch-related activity within somatosensory cortex circuits. Nat Neurosci. 2018; 
21(12):1-13.
3. Ebert DH, Greenberg ME. Activity-dependent neuronal signalling and autism spectrum disorder. Nature. 2013; 
493(7432):327-37.
4. Beggs S, Torsney C, Drew LJ, Fitzgerald M. The postnatal reorganization of primary afferent input and dorsal 
horn cell receptive fields in the rat spinal cord is an activity-dependent process. Eur J Neurosci. 2002; 16(7):1249-
58.
5. Agarwal M, Johnston MV, Stafstrom CE. SYNGAP1 mutations: Clinical, genetic, and pathophysiological features. 
Int J Dev Neurosci. 2019;78:65-76.

The study was funded by the Simons Initiative for the Developing Brain (SIDB) PhD Studentship, The University of Edinburgh, UK.  
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CGRP:
peptidergic C-fibres

IB4:
non-peptidergic C-fibres

• Total area and average intensity of CGRP+ and IB4+ regions did not significantly differ between genotypes (p>0.05).
• The localisation of CGRP+ and IB4+ regions within the superficial dorsal horn, as measured by depth and thickness of IB4+

immunostaining and thickness of CGRP+ immunostaining, also did not significantly differ between genotypes (p>0.05).

SYNGAP1 
haploinsufficiency

autism 
spectrum 
disorder

Mechanical

Thermal

• Noxious thermal reactivity, as measured by Hargreaves and dry ice essays, was unaltered (p>0.05).
• Noxious mechanical reactivity, as measured by threshold and suprathreshold electronic von Frey, and by pin prick, was also

unaltered (p>0.05).

• Assessment of tactile reactivity in the two rat models, because tactile alterations are observed in patients

• Studies of pain and tactile phenotype in females also due to potential sex differences

• Functional study of spinal sensory circuits due the role of SYNGAP1 in neuronal development and plasticity

Syngap+/-

Syngap+/ΔGAP

moderate to severe
intellectual disability

other
sensory
symptoms

50% wild-type 
protein expression

50% wild-type 
protein expression
50% mutant 
protein expression

GAP domain is involved in enzymatic function of SYNGAP1

Pain behavioural phenotype is unaltered

Termination pattern of nociceptive inputs to the spinal cord is unaltered

Future directions

Summary

Acknowledgements

epilepsy

sleep 
difficulties

global
developmental
delays

hypotonia

References

Methods

SYNGAP1 haploinsufficiency in patients

high (or low)
pain thresholds

Rat models of SYNGAP1 haploinsufficiency
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Neuropeptide Y-expressing dorsal horn inhibitory 
interneurons gate spinal pain and itch signalling

Kieran. A. Boyle, Erika Polgar, Maria Gutierrez-Mecinas, Allen C. Dickie, 
Andrew H. Cooper, Andrew M. Bell, M. Evelline Jumolea, Masahiko Watanabe, 

Gregory A. Weir, David I. Hughes, John S. Riddell and Andrew J. Todd
Somatosensory information is processed by a complex network of 
interneurons in the spinal dorsal horn. It has been reported that inhibitory 
interneurons that express neuropeptide Y (NPY), either permanently or 
during development, suppress mechanical itch, with no effect on pain. Here 
we investigate the role of interneurons that continue to express NPY 
(NPY-INs) in adulthood, using molecular genetic techniques to specifically 
manipulate the activity of NPY-INs in the dorsal horn of the adult mouse.

Activation of NPY-INs reduces activity in dorsal horn 
circuits recruited by noxious and pruritic stimuli

Specific chemogenetic activation of NPY-INs was achieved via lumbar spinal injection of a virus coding for Cre-dependent 
expression of an mCherry (mCh)-labelled version of the excitatory DREADD hM3Dq in adult NPY::Cre mice. Activation of 
NPY-INs with the DREADD ligand CNO resulted in expression of the activity marker Fos in hM3Dq-expressing NPY-INs, but 
suppressed the Fos expression that is normally seen in surrounding cells in response to noxious heat or the itch-inducing 
compound chloroquine (CQ). Optogenetic activation of NPY-INs using virally-expressed channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) results 
in GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents in neighbouring cells.

Activation of NPY-INs increases acute nociceptive 
thresholds and reduces pruritogen-evoked itch behaviour

Chemogenetic activation of NPY-INs increases the threshold of nocifensive reflex responses to mechanical, radiant heat and 
cold stimuli applied to the plantar surface of the hindpaw. NPY-IN activation also reduces the itch-related biting behaviour 
seen in response to intradermal injection of CQ into the calf.

Activation of NPY-INs blocks hypersensitivity in models of 
inflammatory and neuropathic pain

Chemogenetic activation of NPY-INs blocks the mechanical and heat hypersensitivity that is normally seen in both the 
complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) model of inflammatory pain and the spared nerve injury (SNI) model of neuropathic pain. 
This block of hypersensitivity in the SNI model is still observed when CNO is co-injected with the NPY Y1 receptor antagonist 
BMS-193885 (BMS). This suggests that GABA release from activated NPY-INs is sufficient to block nerve injury-induced 
hypersensitivity, separately from the action of NPY at Y1 receptors.

Increased itch caused by silencing NPY-INs operates through 
a circuit involving GRPR-expressing excitatory interneurons
Specific synaptic silencing of NPY-INs was achieved via lumbar spinal injection of a virus coding for Cre-dependent 
expression of tetanus toxin light chain (TeLC) in adult NPY::Cre mice, or a cross of NPY::Cre and GRPRCreERT2 mice. This 
virus also co-expressed GFP as a label of transfected cells; accordingly, mice injected with a virus coding for Cre-dependent 
expression of GFP only were used as a control. GRPR (gastrin-releasing peptide receptor) is expressed in a population of 
excitatory dorsal horn interneurons (GRPR-INs) that have previously been shown to be critical for itch signalling. Silencing 
of NPY-INs results in the development of spontaneous itch and biting-related skin lesions in corresponding dermatomes, as 
well as exaggeration of CQ-evoked itch. These effects were blocked by concomitant silencing of GRPR-INs, suggesting that 
silencing of NPY-INs results in increased itch behaviours due to disinhibition of downstream GRPR-INs. Direct inhibitory 
synaptic innervation of GRPR-INs by NPY-INs was demonstrated both physiologically, with optogenetic activation of NPY-INs 
resulting in monosynaptic IPSCs in identified GRPR-INs, and anatomically, with NPY-immunoreactive inhibitory presynaptic 
terminals preferentially targeting dendrites of Brainbow-labelled GRPR-INs.

Toxin-mediated silencing of Dynorphin-expressing inhibitory 
interneurons enhances pruritogen-evoked itch

Dynorphyin-expressing interneurons (Dyn-INs) in the dorsal horn have previously been implicated in suppression of itch. 
Targeted silencing of Dyn-INs in PdynCre mice results in exaggerated CQ-evoked itch, though to a lesser degree than that 
seen following silencing of NPY-INs. Spontaneous itch and development of skin lesions was not observed following Dyn-IN 
silencing. Dynorphin (DynB)-immunoreactive terminals also represent a lower proportion of the total inhibitory synaptic input 
on to GRPR-INs, compared to NPY-positive terminals, and do not appear to preferentially innervate these cells.

• Activation of NPY-INs reduces circuit activity and behaviours associated 
with acute pain and itch

• Activation of NPY-INs blocks behavioural signs of inflammatory and 
neuropathic pain

• Silencing of NPY-INs results in exaggerated itch behaviours due to 
disinhibition of downstream GRPR-INs
• Silencing of Dyn-INs also results in exaggerated itch behaviours, but this 
is less pronounced than for NPY-IN silencing

• NPY-INs gate pain and itch transmission at the spinal level, and therefore 
represent a potential treatment target for pathological pain and itch

“LI PN” = lamina I projection neuron. GRPR-INs are believed to transmit itch-related information to LI PNs, which in turn 
transmit this information to supraspinal areas. LI PNs also transmit pain-related information, as do PNs in laminae III-IV, and 
both have previously been shown to receive direct inhibitory input from NPY-INs. GRPR-INs are known to have “vertical cell” 
morphology (Vert), and disinhibition of vertical cells has been implicated in tactile allodynia under neuropathic conditions by 
allowing light mechanical stimuli to engage pain-related circuits.

This work was supported by the Biotechnology and 
Biological Sciences Research Council Research 

Grant BB/N006119/1 and Medical Research Council 
Research Grant MR/S002987/1
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Developing and evaluating a new mindfulness-based 

intervention for patients attending a secondary care 
chronic pain clinic

Intervention:. A standardised 8-week Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) 

programme, delivered by clinicians fully trained to NHS Education for Scotland standards 

for teaching mindfulness, was offered to patients attending a secondary care pain clinic. 

The problem: 

Chronic pain is difficult to treat!

Growing 

recognition of 

problems with 

long-term 

analgesics

Chronic pain (CP) can have a huge 

impact on mood, activity and 

social circumstances, trapping 

sufferers in ‘vicious cycles’ 

Effect of 

SIMD rank

on opt-in 

Effect of age

on opt-in

Contact: lars.williams@ggc.scot.nhs.uk

Mindfulness in CP  

• Psychological 

intervention

• Can be delivered 

cost-effectively in a 

group setting

• Promotes patient 

insight into how 

pain, mood, thoughts 

and behaviour 

interact

• Encourages flexible 

response to difficult 

symptoms

• Break out of vicious 

cycles

Evaluating outcomes

Participants completed quantitative and qualitative outcome measures at the start and end of the 

group. Quantitative data was analysed using a repeated-measures design, with tests for statistical 

significance and effect size of any measured change. Thematic analysis was performed on free text 

responses to questions about perceived value of the course. 

40 patients completed pre- and post-group questionnaires at Week 1 and Week 8

Outcome measures

Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire 

(CPAQ)

Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) 

Generalised Anxiety Questionnaire 

(GAD-7)

Five-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire 

(FFMQ)

Measure Yourself Medical Outcome 

Profile (MYMOP)

Self-Compassion Scale (SCS-SF)

Results

Significant, positive changes were 

observed across all measures by repeated 

measures t-Test, with moderate to large 

effect sizes as measured by Cohen’s d. 

Patients reported increased levels of 

acceptance of ongoing pain, reduced 

distress and an increased sense of self 

compassion at the end of the group 

compared to the start.

Conclusion

Our preliminary evaluation 

suggests mindfulness can be 

an effective psychological 

intervention in chronic pain 

management. We hope to 

extend our evaluation by 

looking at longer term follow 

up as well as more robust, 

electronic data collection.



Lars Williams, Tracy Robertson, Rachel Atherton, Ewa Dolhancey, Gillian Ward, Jennifer Taggart, Christine Bonathan

Scottish National Pain Management Programme, Glasgow

Does an intensive virtual PMP work?  

Initial clinical and satisfaction outcomes 

Mean clinical outcome measures at four time points: initial assessment (Q1), day 1 of PMP group (Q2), 

final day of group (Q3), and 6 month review (Q4). Small numbers (n=60 for aggregate Q1, n=43 for Q2, 

n=27 for Q3, n=15 for Q4) prevent comparison with in-person group data and Q1 to Q4 comparison. 

Aims and methods

We collected standardised clinical outcome 

measures (see table, right) at four time 

points, before and after the virtual group 

programme. Changes were analysed using 

statistical functions in MS Excel (see table 

above and graphs left and right below). 

Patients completing the programme were 

also asked to rate the overall helpfulness of 

the programme (see graph bottom centre), 

as well as qualitative feedback (see 

accompanying poster, Designing a Virtual 

Intensive Pain Management Programme: an 

iterative process).

Background

In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, we had to develop 

at short notice a virtually delivered group programme. The 

process of development is described in an accompanying 

poster (Designing a Virtual Intensive Pain Management 

Programme: an iterative process). This poster focuses on 

our evaluation of the new, virtual programme through 

clinical and patient satisfaction outcomes.

Results

Outcome scores from all 

respondents at each of the 4 time 

points were sorted into ranges of 

severity by clinical classification 

(or by quartiles where no published 

classification range was available).

For each graph, red represents the 

proportion of ‘bad’ scores (ie

scores at the undesirable end of 

the scale), yellow moderate scores, 

and green ‘good’ scores. Blue and 

purple represent very good scores 

(subclinical range).

Improvements in all measures are 

evident between day 1 and final day 

of the group, and seem to be 

maintained (or further improved) at 

6 month review.

Patient global ratings of 

helpfulness were positive, with 70% 

of completers rating the virtual PMP 

as 6/6, ‘very helpful’.

Means Range

Aim

of 

PMP

Assessme

nt

(Q1)

Day 1

(Q2)

End of 

Group

(Q3)

6 Months 

post group

(Q4)

Pre-post

(Q1-Q3) 

Change

Pre-post

(Q1-Q3)

t-test p value

Significance 

level

PDQ 0-150 ↓ 114.39 112.7 101.48 94.7 12.91 <0.05 *

TSK-13 13-52 ↓ 36.61 32.1 29.70 27.4 6.91 <0.001 ***

CFQ 7-49 ↓ 34.56 30.7 27.93 21.6 6.63 <0.01 **

CPAQ 0-120 ↑ 39.17 42.0 55.89 61.1 -16.72 <0.001 ***

PHQ9 0-27 ↓ 17.44 17.0 11.41 9.8 6.04 <0.001 ***

GAD7 0-21 ↓ 12.94 12.7 8.93 8.1 4.02 <0.01 **

Conclusion

Patient satisfaction and clinical outcome results 

appear to support the efficacy and acceptability 

of our virtually delivered intensive PMP. Small 

numbers limit the scope of this current analysis, 

but in the future we hope to be in a position to 

compare outcomes for virtual and in-person 

groups.

Assessment domain Measure

• Perception of own disability • Pain Disability 

Questionnaire (PDQ) 

• Level of Distress; 

– anxiety 

– depression

• PHQ-9 and GAD-7

• Fear – extent to which fear of 

pain impacts on movement and 

activity

• Modified Tampa Scale of 

Kinesiophobia (TSK 13)

• Psychological flexibility –

ability of an individual to cope 

with change

• Chronic Pain Acceptance

Questionnaire (CPAQ)

• Fusion - extent to which an 

individual’s thoughts impact 

their engagement in valued 

activities. 

• Cognitive Fusion 

Questionnaire (CFQ)

Key to outcome measures included in analysis

Patient global rating of helpfulness of 

virtual PMP
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Impact of a Patient-led 
Helpline on NHS Services 
title needs to reflect what this is about -  

Background to Project 

COVID-19 has caused unprecedented strain on the 
Scottish National Health Service (NHS) resulting in 
patients having to wait longer than usual for access to 
specialist pain services. In response to this Pain Concern 
received Scottish Government Funding to enhance the 
support options available to people with pain on 
waiting lists for these services.    

Pain Concern created a National Telephone Helpline 
with a dedicated telephone number for pain patients in 
Scotland.  The Helpline was manned by paid Helpline 
Operators, recruited out of Pain Concern’s existing pool 
of trained volunteers, and they received bespoke 
training to support callers and evaluate the service.   

The project ran from January to the end of March 2022, 
and intended to achieve the following outcomes – to 
enable waiting list pain patients to: 

Ø Feel empowered to tackle the broader problems of 
daily living 

Ø Feel empowered via self-management advice, 
understanding pain, activity management and 
dealing with emotional distress to prevent further 
decline in function 

Ø Be better able to make the best use of NHS pain 
services when they are seen 

Intervention 

Helpline Operators, experienced in taking calls from 
people in pain,  took a standardised approach to dealing 
with conversations; they provided emotional and 
practical support to callers explaining Pain Concern’s 
Self-Management Navigator Tool, sending them a copy 
of the tool and directing them to other pain 
management resources.   

Methods  
Study Design comprised  of feedback and comments obtained from patients during calls, observations made by 
the operators and a survey of clinicians supported by  Evaluation Support Scotland.  Contemporaneous data  
during calls were collected by the Helpline Operators and classified into   ’service and user feedback’,   
‘observations during calls’ and ‘capturing casual moments’.  The Helpline Operators were required to complete 
their record and documentation for each caller immediately after calls and data were summarised in an ‘after 
contact’ survey record. Common themes were identified. An ‘evaluation survey’ was sent to  14 clinicians to 
obtain feedback about the service from healthcare professionals’ perspectives.   

Results  

Thirty-eight records were completed by Helpline Operators. In terms of “service and user feedback “  17 (45%) 
said that they felt better / more positive having spoken to the Helpline Operators, 17 (45%)  callers felt better 
prepared for their healthcare appointments after speaking with Pain Concern.  

Typical feedback is represented by  

“I feel much more confident in how to discuss medication and treatment with both my GP and the care home” 

For “Observations during calls”   20 patients (52%) were noted to sound more positive and hopeful, with a 
noticeable improvement in their tone of voice by the end of the call.  In terms of “capturing casual moments” 
callers expressed the struggle they had with healthcare appointments and the challenge around remaining 
focused on what they wanted to talk about.   

Six clinicians responded (42%). Five rated the service highly with the lower rated response  having no significant 
waiting list .Comments were very favourable about the support and resources , highlighting patients needed 
them at point of referral. However, there is currently no mechanism to do this. 

Conclusions 

Patients waiting on lists for specialist pain service had a positive experience of the skilled support and resources 
of Helpline Operators manning a Telephone Helpline with their lived experience of pain management and use of 
Pain Concern’s Self-Management Navigator Tool.  Overall their confidence to manage their appointment and be 
better equipped to manage pain seemed to improve.  A longer duration would enable confirmation of these 
findings.  

The work  also revealed that most Regional Health Administrations (Health Boards) do not have a mechanism to 
communicate with patients on their ‘pain’ waiting lists.  Pain Concern intends to explore what can be done in 
future to improve lines of communication.    



Pharmacoepidemiology 
of neuropathic pain 
in Tayside and Fife

Background 
• Several studies over the past decade have shown that recommended 

first-line medications such as amitriptyline or gabapentin are often not 
prescribed for neuropathic pain

• The reasons why some people receive the recommended medications, 
but other people do not, are poorly understood

Aim
• To describe the clinical, demographic, and lifestyle factors associated 

with receipt of a recommended first-line neuropathic pain medication

Methods
• Questionnaire data and prescribing data collected during the DOLORisk Dundee 

study were analysed
• DOLORisk Dundee (published in 2021) aimed to understand risk factors and 

determinants for neuropathic pain 
• Two cohorts were included: Generation Scotland (GS) that was recruited from 

the general population and Genetics of Diabetes Audit and Research in Tayside 
Scotland (GoDARTS) that mostly includes participants with type 2 diabetes

• Routinely collected NHS prescribing data from individuals with chronic 
neuropathic pain was analysed and compared to current neuropathic pain 
pharmacotherapy guidelines

GS demographics

Mean age = 57.6 years
Age range = 24-94 years
Females = 581 (67.6%)
Males = 278 (32.4%)
Female/male ratio = 2.09/1

GoDARTS demographics

Mean age = 69.6 years
Age range = 40-93 years
Females = 220 (45.7%)
Males = 260 (54.0%)
Female/male ratio = 0.85/1

First-line medications according to SIGN 
and Finner up et al. (2015)

Gabapentinoids
• Gabapentin
• Pregabalin

Tricyclic antidepressants
• Amitriptyline
• Imipramine 
• Nortriptyline
• Clomipramine 
• Desipramine 
• Maprotiline

Serotonin-noradrenaline reuptake inhibitors
• Duloxetine
• Venlafaxine
• Desvenlafaxine

Anticonvulsant / sodium channel blocker
• Carbamazepine

Excerpt from the reported causes for neuropathic pain in GS cohort
WITH 1st-line: Any type of neuralgia, neuropathy, or nerve damage = 31 (19.3%)
WITHOUT 1st-line: Any type of neuralgia, neuropathy, or nerve damage = 54 (7.74%)

Mean age Age range Females Males
WITH 1st-line 

(N=253) 69.2 40-89 121 (47.8%) 132 (52.2%)
WITHOUT 1st-
line (N=228) 70.4 47-93 100 (43.9%) 128 (56.1%) 

Mean age Age range Females Males
WITH 1st-line 

(N=161) 58.2 24-86 119 (73.9%) 42 (26.1%)
WITHOUT 1st-
line (N=698) 57.5 24-94 462 (66.2%) 236 (33.8%) 

WITH 1st-line (N=161) WITHOUT 1st-line (N=698)
YES NO missing YES NO missing

Ever 
smoked

97 
(60.2%)

64 
(40.0%) -

320 
(45.8%)

375 
(53.7%) 3 (0.4%)

Alcohol 
status

109 
(67.7%)

51 
(31.7%) 1 (0.6%)

594 
(85.1%)

100 
(14.3%) 4 (0.6%)

WITH 1st-line (N=253) WITHOUT 1st-line (N=228)
YES NO missing YES NO missing

Ever 
smoked

156 
(61.7%)

95 
(37.5%) 2 (0.8%)

136 
(59.6%)

88 
(38.6%) 4 (%)

Alcohol 
status

134 
(53.0%)

115 
(45.5%) 4 (1.6%)

163 
(71.5%)

64 
(28.1%) 1 (0.4%) 

People were more likely to receive first-line neuropathic 
pain medication if
• Their pain was caused by diabetes, neuralgia, 

neuropathy, or nerve damage rather than other 
causes

• They were female
• They did not drink alcohol
• They were current/previous smoker

mia.elena.koponen@outlook.com @KoponenMia

GoDARTS: Comparison of age and sex between groups WITH and 
WITHOUT 1st-line medication

GS: Comparison of age and sex between groups WITH and WITHOUT 
1st-line medication

Relevance for patient care

Understanding which factors influence the likelihood 
that a person receives recommended first-line 
medications will help policy makers to produce more 
focused pharmacotherapy guidelines and hence 
help clinicians provide people with better care

GoDARTS: Comparison of smoking and alcohol status between 
groups WITH and WITHOUT 1st-line medication

GS: Comparison of smoking and alcohol status between groups 
WITH and WITHOUT 1st-line medication

Mia E. Koponen, Lesley A. Colvin, Blair H. Smith, Harry L. Hébert

Division of Population Health and Genomics
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Background 
In 2021 NHS Borders Chronic Pain 
Management Service trialled the 
‘Pain Pilot’ project, delivered to 
primary care patients at level 2.5 of 
the Scottish Service Model for pain 
management.  Qualitative feedback 
from patients stated that they had 
reduced their medication following 
the programme despite no formal 
medication education.  An 
opportunity arose to run the 
programme with a medication 
education session and assess the 
impact on prescribing as well as 
retrospectively assess prescribing 
data from the 2021 cohort.  A further 
opportunity arose from the Scottish 
Government Winter Funding for 
Chronic Pain which allowed us to 
establish a drop in ‘Pain Hub’ for 
primary care patients with chronic 
pain.  The Pain Pilot was supported 
by the Modernising Patient Pathways 
Programme. 
 
Objectives 
Prospectively from the 2022 cohort 
and retrospectively from the 2021 
cohort measure to establish effect of 
addition of medication education 
session to Pain Pilot: 

 Pre and post group 
prescribing of analgaesia 

 Number of GP appointments 
3/12 pre and post group. 
 

Methods 
1.  Recruit participants from 
Galashiels Primary Care Cluster and 
Pain Hub 
2.  Develop medication education 
session. – 1 hour 
3.Liaise with GP practices re: 
appointments pre and post group 
4. Liaise with  Medicines Utilisation 
and Planning Pharmacist re: pre and 
post group prescribing 
 

 
 
Evaluation 
1. Analgaesia prescribing pre and post 
group (Defined Daily Dose = DDD) 
2. GP appointments pre and post group 
3.Patient feedback 
4.Pain Self Efficacy Questionnaire 
 
Results 
2021 Prescribing by DDD pre and during 
group (n=6): 
Pregabalin = 0.4 
Codydramol/cocodamol = 0.4 
NSAID’s = 0.08 
 
2021 6/12 Post group DDD: 
Pregabalin = 0.18  
Codydramol/cocodamol = 0.4 
NSAID’s = 0.18 
 
2022 Prescribing by DDD pre and during 
group: 
Cohort 3 only (n=3).  Cohort 4 still 
collating data 
Prescribing by DDD pre and during 
group: 
Oxycodone = 0.66 
Amitryptiline = 2.05 
Lidocaine patch = 0.46 
Paracetamol = 0.86 
Ibuprofen = 0.33 
 
2022 3/12 post group 
Oxycodone = 0 
Amitryptiline = 1.2 
Lidocaine = 0 
Paracetamol = 1.5 
Ibuprofen = 0 

 

GP Appointments: 
From GP and patient report 2021&2022 
(n=6) 
3/12 pre group mean number of GP 
appointments = 1.8 
3/12 post group mean number of GP 
appointments = 0 
 
Pain Self Efficacy 

 
Pre Pilot PSEQ mean = 18.6    
 Post Pilot mean = 48 
 
Question 7 on PSEQ : 
‘I can cope with my pain without 
medication’ 
2021 pre (mean) = 2  Post = 3.6 
2021 Mean change = 1.6 
2022 pre (mean) = 0.6  Post = 3 
2022 mean change = 2.4  
2021 v 2022 increase = 0.8 
 
Patient Feedback on Medication 
Education 
‘Apart from pills there is something else 
on offer’ 
‘Meds aren’t as big a deal as I was led to 
believe’ 
‘Understand my medications better’ 
 
Discussion and Conclusion 
Addition of medication education appears 
to: 

 Improve self efficacy on pain 
medication 

 Enable medication reduction 
Trends in prescribing, self efficacy and 
GP appointment reduction are promising.  
Though conclusions are limited due to 
small numbers.  Larger samples would 
help draw stronger conclusions. 

Authors: Neil Clark, Natalie Cowan and Clare Scott 
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Developing novel viral vectors to facilitate gene targeted therapies for neuropathic pain
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3. Critical enhancer regions

• Datasets from injured, intact, and wild-type naïve DRG neurons will be generated
to allow identification of enhancer regions active in injured but not intact primary
afferents using Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin (ATAC-seq)

• First scATAC-seq run derived from ATF3CreERT2:Ai9 tissue low cell type of
interest yield

• The AdvFlp:ATF3CreERT2:RCFLTG mouse has been optimised and used as an
alternative source of DRG neurons
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1. Background

• Neuropathic pain develops following lesion or disease to the somatosensory system
and affects 7-10% of the general population1.

• Current treatments have low tolerability and efficacy and fail to distinguish between
injured and intact primary afferent signalling2.

Aim: Design a viral vector 
capable of carrying 

therapeutic transgenes and 
restricting expression to 

damaged primary afferents. 

4. Endogenous promoters

• ATF3 is a stress response gene induced de novo following sensory neuron injury
and two promoters have been defined to date, P1 and P23,4.

• Intrathecal AAV9-ATF3P1-GFP delivery successfully transduces iPSC-SNs and DRG
neurons

• GFP expression is not restricted to injured neurons, suggesting the promoter does
not offer markedly selective expression.

Figure 4: (A) Naïve and replated iPSC-SNs transduced with AAV9-ATF3P1-GFP. (B) Representative L4 

DRG sections from ATF3Cre:Ai9 animals that received intrathecal injections of AAV9-sCAG-GFP and 

AAV9-ATF3P1-GFP.
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5. miRNA regulation
• miRNAs regulate gene expression by binding to complementary sequences in the 3’

untranslated region of mRNA. Their expression is often tissue-specific5.

• Including miRNA target sites in vectors of miRNAs downregulated in injured but not
intact primary afferents can results in transgene mRNA degradation only in intact
primary afferents.

• Candidate miRNAs: miR-183/182/92, miR-7a, miR-30b6,7,8

6. Future directions

• Quantification to assess the relative transduction efficiency of ATF3P1 promoter in
injured and intact primary afferent populations

• Optimisation of nuclei isolation from sorted neurons
• In vitro models of traumatic and systemic nerve injury are being validated
• Cloning of miRNA target sites in vectors, construct manufacturing and testing in

models of neuropathic pain

Figure 3: (A) Representative FACS plots of naïve (tdTom+) and partially damaged (GFP+) DRG preparations. 

(B) Live images of DRG neurons taken one hour post-FACS.

2. Humanised iPSC-derived sensory 
neuron (iPSC-SNs) cultures express 

ATF3 following injury via replating and 
are suitable for high throughput 

screening

In vitro

2. Construct testing pipeline

TujI
ATF3

1. Dissociated mouse dorsal root 
ganglion (DRG) neuron cultures stain 

positive for the injury-induced activating 
transcription factor 3 (ATF3)

In vivo

3. ATF3CreERT2:Ai9 animals express 
tdTomato in afferents axotomised
following spared nerve injury (SNI)

GFPtdTom tdTom

NeuN
tdTom

GFP
tdTom

Figure 2: (A) Representative L4 DRG section from an AdvFlp:ATF3CreERT2:RCFLTG mouse. (B) Effects of 

50mg/kg tamoxifen on recombination. 
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Figure 1: Cell and animal models of peripheral nerve injury.
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ResultsMethods

Participants: people living with chronic
pain (>6 months) who were referred to
the NHS Tayside Pain Service.

Conclusions
Based on the findings of this study, it is
important to choose the most appropriate
activity monitor based on the methodology being
used and the primary outcomes of the study
being conducted. From our current work we
know that activity monitors are acceptable and
reliable outcome measures for use in evaluating
the effectiveness of PA interventions.

Relevance for Patient
Care
It is important to consider the needs and
preferences of potential participants when
designing study outcome measures.
This study provides important data that
will inform future studies measuring PA in
people living with pain.

ActivPAL vs Fitbit 
Participants’ experiences in a chronic pain physical activity study.

Feasible to use the activPAL and/or
Fitbit monitor in this patient group. 

 
Dr Rebecca Skinner, Prof Lesley Colvin, Prof Blair Smith, Dr Paul Cameron, Dr Pauline Adair,

Dr Philippa Dall, Petra Rauchhaus, Dr Sarah Ingles

 Objectives 
Use subjective and objective measures
to assess PA capacity and behaviour in
patients with chronic pain.

Assess suitability of objective activity
monitors as outcome measures for
future studies.

Accuracy of
movement: 

ActivPAL

Participant
Acceptability: 

Fitbit

Randomised: Wearing activity monitors
(ActivPAL only or ActivPAL and Fitbit) to
compare objective and subjective measures.

ActivPAL- gold
standard in PA
research
Fitbit charge 3-
low cost
consumer-grade
monitor 

Objective measures: 
 Output from activity
monitors.IPAQ-short

DASS21
Brief Pain Inventory
Tampa Scale of Kinesiphobia
PA stages of change
Pain Self-efficacy
Questionnaire 
Pain Catastrophising Scale

Subjective measures:
questionnaires

N=38 having at least 5 days of data for analysis 

ActivPAL was worn by 42
participants (one wheelchair user
was ineligible)

FitBit (plus ActivPAL) was
worn by 20 participants 

Problem being addressed
There is currently no consensus on the most effective way
to measure objective changes in physical activity (PA) in
people with chronic pain. 
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Designing a Virtual Intensive Pain 

Management Programme: 

an iterative process

Introduction

Since November 2020, the SNRPMP has been delivered virtually in 

response to service disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. A total 

of 8 groups have been delivered this way with a combined number of 66 

participants. 

The team were concerned that a virtually delivered intensive PMP might 

lose some of that rich group and individual work and potentially reduce 

the in-the-moment opportunities to intuitively intervene.

Pre-pandemic residential groups

COVID-19 impact

Virtual delivery becomes necessary

Design Considerations

• Group size

• Programme Hours/Length

• Course content

• Virtual assessments and follow up

• Patient feedback

• Staff reflections

• Referrer feedback

• Outcome data

• Experiential learning opportunities

• Progress with physical functioning

• Psychological safety and well-being

Optimising social 
opportunities

Gathering adequate 
patient feedback

Management of 
physical and 

psychological well-
being

Preservation of 
course content 
and intensity

Optimising 
experiential 

learning

Method

An iterative process begins and is tested over 8 groups. Each group submits formal and informal  feedback, and 

alongside staff reflections, modifications are made to the programme design and delivery.

Outcomes
• Daily practical sessions for awareness and physical 

functioning are built into the timetable with additional time 

for reflection

• Development of weekly group huddle to elicit patient 

feedback

• Provide additional graduate session at beginning of week 

3 as well as session in final week

• A yoga-based movement sequence is developed and 

practiced 3 times a week to incorporate awareness, 

graded movement, memory and embodied experience

• AHP team maximised opportunity afforded by patients 

being in their own environment by developing ‘go-and-do’ 

sessions

• Self-directed and led movement sessions with focus on Tai 

Chi

• Creation of social time before and after the sessions

• Staff leave call during all breaks to allow group dynamic to 

develop. 

• Utilisation of MS Teams breakout rooms for smaller group 

discussions to provide quieter group members greater 

participation

• Groups choose to set up WhatsApp groups and sustain 

on-going support, including meeting up in person

• Individual reviews provided over 4 weeks with additional 

support provided if required for psychological safety

• Staff are intentionally flexible within sessions to respond to 

additional needs as they arise

OBJECTIVE

• Preservation of the 

intensity and content 

of the residential PMP

• Prioritise experiential 

learning opportunities 

through daily practice 

and application of 

strategies

• Proactively create an 

environment to 

develop peer support 

as well individualised 

facilitation.

Reflections

Our survey results of 20 patients 

when asked if they would prefer a 

virtual or a face to intensive PMP 

was

Lower referral rates throughout 2021 and 2022 might suggest referrers 

are waiting for a return of the residential service

Staff and some service users appreciate that the unique experience of 

a residential programme has been lost despite encouraging virtual 

PMP outcomes. Other service users have acknowledged that they 

would never have done the intensive PMP had it not been offered 

virtually.

What are service users saying?

You could see that 

people were having a 

shared experience. I 

was still able to get that 

connection from them 

even though it was 

virtual

You were never 

alone, even 

though it was 

virtual

Could the course be 

tapered off 

gradually rather 

than going cold 

turkey?

FUTURE SERVICE 

DESIGN: influenced by 

service users, referrers and 

clinical team

Rolling programmes 

alternating between 

residential and virtual 

delivery based on similar 

outcomes obtained from 

both (see accompanying 

poster). Potential for greater 

accessibility than pre-

pandemic. Plan to explore a 

tapered ending to the 

programme to reduce 

common anxiety reported by 

a number of patients in the 

final week.

I think that the benefit 

of being home in my 

own comfortable zone 

is huge and maybe 

was a bigger bonus 

than being in the 

residential program.


